## Oral Presentations

**Title:** Five Compression Techniques to Obliterate the Facial Artery for Safe Filler Injections at the Nasolabial Fold  
*Tanvaa Tansatit,* Chulalongkorn University, Thailand  
**Title:** Treatment of resistant melasma, responsive to fractionated CO2 laser (2.940 nm) + drug delivery. 6 years follow up  
*Denise Barcelos,* CD Dermatological Clinic, Brazil  
**Title:** Assessment of the Efficacy of Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) for Facial Rejuvenation in Different Age Pei Swam Ng, University of Malaya, Malaysia  
**Title:** Face rejuvenation with nanofat & millifat simultaneously  
*Ehsan Hamifard,* Persian Rose Clinic, Tehran, Iran  
**Title:** A Previously unreported variant of a common papulosquamous disorder – BULLOUS PITYRIASIS ROSEA with a relapsing and remitting course  
*Vilashini Santhoshkumar,* Chettinad Hospital and Research Institute, India  
**Title:** Sporadic Pemphigus Foliacaeus in a 75-year-old Filipino female: A Case Report  
*Joshua A. Arcaira,* Makati Medical Center, Philippines  
**Title:** Air Pollution & Premature Aging  
*Rachna Singh,* Dermanation Skin Clinic, India  
**Title:** Correlation between the dermoscopic patterns and fungal culture in Egyptian patients with onychomycosis  
*Marwa Said Mahmoud,* Al-Zahraa Univeristy Hospital, Egypt  
**Title:** A new delivery system to release stable Vitamin C inside the skin  
*Marisabel Mourelle,* Infinitec Activos, Spain  
**Title:** A study of biophysical profile of skin of inguinal skin - An implication for health and disease  
*Puneet Bhargava,* SMS Medical College, India  
**Title:** Macular amyloidosis pigmentation- melanin or something else, an insight into amyloid –melanin connection  
*Heena Singdia,* SMS Medical College, India  
**Title:** Developing a formula of Chinese medicines (SZF) on atopic dermatitis in an animal model  
*Laon Wang,* The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong  
**Title:** Case Series Report of Sever Phytophotodermatitis in Herat Regional Hospital, Herat City — Afghanistan, April – May 2018  
*Bashir Ahmad Barakzaie,* Herat Regional Hospital, Afghanistan  
**Title:** The Tick Technique: A method to simplify and quantify treatment of the tear trough region  
*Syed Nazim Hussain,* Isfahan University of Medical Sciences, Iran  
**Title:** Variation of efficacy of Melanocyte Cell Suspension Surgery with respect to the type of Collagen dressing used  
*Ranjit Jeevannavar,* Jeevannavar Skin Care, India  
**Title:** To facitinib citrate—a ray of hope for refractory dermatological disorders  
*Chitralekhy Rao,* Anchalas Skin Institute and Research Centre, India  
**Title:** Investigation of the Relationship Between Chronic Spontaneous Urticaria and Gut Microbiome  
*Gulcan Yuksekali,* Sakarya University, Turkey
Poster Presentations

Title: Bullous Erythema Nodosum Leprosum : a rare case
Jihan Rosit, Pasar Minggu Regional General Hospital, Indonesia

Title: Pemphigus foliaceus with osteoporosis in a-64-year-old woman
Putri Winawati Eka, Sriwijaya University, Indonesia

Title: Acute radio dermatitis with nasopharyngeal carcinoma in 39-years-old man
Sitohang Nancy Nora, University of Sumatera, Indonesia

Title: Prevalence and predictors of depressive symptoms among attendees of a tertiary care dermatology clinic in Muscat, Oman
Al Moatasem Al Mamari, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman

Title: A rare pigmentedary disorder of the groin – Lichen Planus Pigmentosus Inversus
Vilashini Santhoshkumar, Chettinad Hospital and Research Institute, India

Title: Efficacy of non-cultured melanocyte keratinocyte cell suspension versus hair follicular cell suspension transfer in stable vitiligo: A randomized controlled trial
Zahra Beigom Moosavi, Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Iran

Title: Current Knowledge on the association between Hidradenitis Suppurativa and Obesity
Palki Sharma, Cardiff University School of Medicine, UK

Title: A study of skin manifestations in rheumatic diseases: a single center study
Shely Rajbhandari, National Center for Rheumatic Diseases, Nepal

Title: The use of Dupilumab in Nodular Prurigo
Laura Pauline Kosasih, Cardiff University School of Medicine, UK

Title: The untapped potential of General Practitioners in augmenting dermatology research
Jacqueline Siang Yee Chen, Health at Newton, Australia

Title: Atypical squamous proliferations of the skin: a 10-year review of ambiguous terminology, histopathology and clinical management
Ruby Gibson, University of Texas Health San Antonio, United States

Title: Trichotillomania masked by diffuse alopecia areata: a case report
Val Constantine S. Cua, Philippine General Hospital, Philippines

Title: Misdiagnosis of Mixed Localized Scleroderma in a Child
Kerasia-Maria Plachouri, University General Hospital of Patras, Greece